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A transformed experience awaits at Fairmont Kea Lani, Hawaiʻi’s only all-suite and villa luxury resort.

Fresh off an extensive transformation, we are thrilled to share our artfully redesigned suites and villas, along with our newly reimagined open-air lobby – complete with flowing waterfalls, lush gardens, and breathtaking ocean views. Just beyond the lobby you will find Hale Kukuna, our brand-new Hawaiian culture center, an immersive space designed to inspire deeper connections to Maui and Hawai‘i and Pilina our premier bar and lounge inspired by the desire to connect people with sense of place, set to the backdrop of the sparkling Pacific

We invite you to stay connected by following @pilina.maui
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Spa Menu

Willow Stream Signature Expressions bring together the key elements of face and body as one. We place a careful emphasis on our guests feeling locally connected while encouraging relaxation to restore their personal energies, resulting in feeling revived.






















Willow Stream Spa Menu







Immerse Yourself 
Signature Journeys
Invigorating Body Experiences
Body Massages
Pampering Massage Experiences
Blissful Experiences for Two
Rejuvenating Facials
Nail Services 
Express Yourself 


Immerse Yourself 
Signature Journeys
Invigorating Body Experiences
Body Massages
Pampering Massage Experiences
Blissful Experiences for Two
Rejuvenating Facials
Nail Services 
Express Yourself 



 



Experience Showers

	Experience showers offer refreshment from all sides, pure water pleasure, a celebration for body and senses. These special showers have different techniques, which massage the skin, while offering a deep feeling of wellbeing.


Wahine (Women’s) Locker

	Ua Noe (Morning Mist)
	Ua Naulu (Afternoon Rain)
	Ua Hekili (Evening Storm)


Kane (Men’s) Locker

	Wai Huʻihuʻi (Cool-down)
	Ua Loku (Power)









Welina Journey
120 minutes
Embark on an unforgettable journey with a ti-leaf energy clearing that symbolizes the beginning of a new path. Enjoy a pa‘akai (sea salt) scrub performed on our state-of-the-art vichy table complete with a warm water mattress and infra-red light therapy, finished with a traditional lomilomi massage.








$470










Natural Hawaiian Journey
120 minutes
As a local tradition native Hawaiians used a combination of rich flora, fruits, earth deposits and waters in their purest form to maintain health and well-being. Your therapist takes you through this journey using locally-grown rich ingredients. The skin is exfoliated with an ‘alaea (water-soluble earth used for coloring salt) Hawaiian salt scrub continued with an application of a clay body mask, to replace lost nutrients. Feel yourself drift away as we wrap you in soothing ki (ti leaves) and massage your scalp and hair with a nourishing citrus mask. Then enjoy a full body massage using Maui vanilla bean and coconut body butter, leaving you replenished and radiant.








$465










Maui nō ka ‘oi Journey
120 minutes
Allow us to show you why guests and visitors alike refer to Maui’s only Willow Stream Spa as nō ka ‘oi (the best). This unique journey includes a customized massage and facial package. Whether you seek relief for overexerted muscles or simply want to let your mind and body escape reality, your massage therapist will customize your massage using specialty products and will combine a variety of techniques to achieve ultimate relaxation and rejuvenation. Our estheticians will then take the time to analyze and assess your personal skin needs and create a customized facial to ensure you get the most effective results.








$440













‘Awa Remedy
90 minutes
This experience includes a Hawaiian citrus sugar scrub that prepares the skin for optimal absorption of our ‘awa (native kava) aloe body mask. A foot, face, and scalp massage will melt away tension while a full body massage with vanilla bean dry oil restores the warrior in you. Inspired by the Makahiki season of ancient Hawai‘i that took place each fall for four months. Warriors relieved bodily stress with various herbs and tonics, including the locally grown ‘awa (native kava) root.

*Available as a couple’s experience








$385










Hawaiian Paʻakai 
60 minutes
In ancient Hawaiʻi, paʻakai (sea salt) was gathered from dry pools along the island’s coastlines. Hawaiian sea salt contains more than 80 minerals, and is considered to be one of the three most mineral-rich salts available. Healing sea salt is mixed with organic coconut oil and locally-grown green papaya and lemongrass, which leaves skin smooth and hydrated. Rinse under our state-of-the-art Vichy shower, with infra-red light therapy. An application of rich Hawaiian coconut oil completes the treatment.








$255










Lavender Mint Body Polish 
60 minutes 
Revive stressed skin with this exhilarating two-step exfoliation using Hawaiian sea salt, organic sugar and lavender peppermint essential oils. Begin with a sea salt scrub, designed to deeply exfoliate and soften the skin. Next, enjoy a loofah exfoliation using a rich charcoal gel to detox and smooth the skin. Finish your experience with an application of our lavender peppermint body oil to replenish moisture and uplift the senses.








$185













Kea Lani Signature
90 minutes
Experience a decadent dose of hydration with a blend of pure macadamia nut and kukui (nut) oil, while tired soles are revived with a lemongrass foot scrub. Specially designed by our Willow Stream Spa team, this signature full body massage is like no other. You will experience a focused neck and shoulder massage, as well as a pressure point scalp massage using an invigorating citrus mask to nourish the scalp, melting away any tension you may have. Inspired by the islands to balance your energy for a grounding experience you can only find here.








$355










Hawaiian Hot Stone
90 minutes
This customized massage uses specific techniques to release and relieve deep-seated tension. The use of pohaku (Hawaiian stone), which are handpicked by our therapists, are combined with healing hands and warmed kukui (nut) hydrating oil. This combination relieves tight muscles, improves mobility and aids in restful sleep.








$345










Lomilomi
60 | 90 minutes
The Hawaiian tradition of lomilomi symbolizes transformation by helping us to let go of old patterns that can limit the potential of our lives. It disperses muscle tension through long, rhythmic strokes, enhances circulation and releases blockages, creating a deep sense of kaulike (balance).








$225 | $335










Deep Tissue
60 | 90 minutes
Deep muscle work is combined with stretching, rocking and circulation-enhancing strokes to move lactic acid out of the system. A healing and stimulating massage assists in muscle relaxation; helping to relieve the feeling of tension and soreness in the body.








$225 | $335










Stress Relaxation
60 | 90 minutes
Tailored to suit your specific needs, this light to medium pressure full body massage is designed to improve energy levels, promote restful sleep and melt away muscle tension. It offers a gentle intensity and is designed to increase circulation, enhance lymphatic drainage and promote relaxation.








$225 | $335













Lomi Hapai (Pregnancy Massage)
60 minutes
Designed with the safety and comfort of expecting mother and the baby in mind, this customized massage using nourishing cocoa butter and support cushions, helps to relieve muscle aches, joint pain and reduce swelling.








$225










Volcanic Foot Experience
60 minutes
One of the world’s oldest healing methods, this unique massage technique targets reflex points in the feet to bring all of the body’s organs back into balance and promote relaxation. Your therapist will use a local volcanic clay mask to open pores and ease inflammation of tired feet – perfect after traveling.








$245










Massage with a View
60 | 90 minutes
Garden or pool cabana.








$245 | $355













Honeymooner in Maui
90 minutes
Indulge in side-by-side body scrubs, highlighting citrus-infused Maui ko (sugar), and body massages, complete with a whipped mask of local organic honey blended with ginger, ylang-ylang, gotu kola, ‘awa (native kava) and lemon. The experience is completed with a sugarcane foot scrub, scalp massage and a soothing shower.








$700 (per couple)










Couples Massage
60 | 90 minutes
The perfect gift is time together. Let the pressures of life melt away while you drift off enjoying a side-by-side custom massage. Select from any massages on the menu, priced accordingly.

*Also available in our poolside or garden cabanas.















Customized HydraFacial™
30 | 60 | 90 minutes
The customizable HydraFacial™ resurfacing treatment thoroughly cares for your skin, providing cleansing, exfoliation, extractions and hydration, including Vortex-Fusion® of antioxidants, peptides and hyaluronic acid. This advanced medical-grade hydradermabrasion technology achieves instant hydration and lasting results, with little or no downtime.

Technology meets luxury in this transformative 90 minute experience. A relaxing scalp massage completes the treatment, leaving you restored and your skin renewed.








$230 | $310 | $435










Skin Renewal
60 | 90 minutes
A deep cleansing and skin-refining facial using ingredients designed for problematic, sensitive skin this facial will leave you glowing. After a full consultation your therapist will create a targeted treatment plan to provide immediate results.

Enjoy the ultimate for repairing, firming and hydrating the skin with the 90 minute experience featuring a multi-acid skin exfoliation and a restorative mask therapy to improve luminosity.








$225 | $335










Aloha Glow
60 | 90 minutes
Infuse the skin with Hawaii’s pristine nutrients, rapidly reversing sun damage and signs of aging, while visibly tightening and brightening. Incorporates the techniques of Gua Sha and red-light therapy, to maximize results. This locally sourced treatment will leave your skin with an aloha glow.








$245 | $355










Mālie CBD 
60 | 90 minutes
Guided by nature and grounded in science, this immersive facial harnesses the power of CBD with functional botanicals formulated to revitalize and renew the skin. All skin types will enjoy the balancing, anti-inflammatory benefits of CBD, while potent anti-aging botanicals smooth and hydrate the skin. Coupled with sound therapy and a sculpting bamboo massage; this facial is a truly holistic experience.

Elevate your experience with the 90-minute facial, including a facial, neck and shoulder massage, and redlight therapy to enhance your skin’s texture and firmness. Finish your treatment with the Glow Therapy Enhancement, a potent facial ampoule with 25 mg of CBD isolate to tackle signs of aging and encourage optical skin health. 








$265 | $365













Kea Wiki Manicure
30 minutes
This express manicure includes a mineral salt hand soak, invigorating salt exfoliation along with a hand and arm massage using rich moisturizing lotion with shea butter, jojoba, aloe vera and Vitamin E to provide lasting hydration.

Enjoy up to two cumulative hours of complimentary access to Willow Stream Spa’s facilities when booking any combination of two or more nail services, to be utilized pre or post service on the same day of service. 








$70










Kea Wiki Pedicure
30 minutes
Treat your feet to the ultimate reviving pedicure. This experience includes a detoxifying mineral crystal foot soak, invigorating salt exfoliation and a foot massage using rich moisturizing lotion with shea butter, jojoba, aloe vera and Vitamin E to provide lasting hydration.

Enjoy up to two cumulative hours of complimentary access to Willow Stream Spa’s facilities when booking any combination of two or more nail services, to be utilized pre or post service on the same day of service. 








$80










Aliʻi Manicure
45 minutes
A luxurious royal manicure experience using organic local products that infuses a blend of essential oils and organic Hawaiian herbs. This experience deeply exfoliates the skin using Hawaiian sea salt, softening the skin with Hawaiian herbal honey mask and moisturizing with a cocoa butter massage using rose quartz stones.

Enjoy up to two cumulative hours of complimentary access to Willow Stream Spa’s facilities when booking any combination of two or more nail services, to be utilized pre or post service on the same day of service. 








$90










Aliʻi Pedicure
60 minutes
This pedicure journey infuses a blend of essential oils and organic Hawaiian herbs to deeply exfoliate while softening the skin with Hawaiian herbal honey mask and moisturizing with a cocoa butter massage using rose quartz stones.

Enjoy up to two cumulative hours of complimentary access to Willow Stream Spa’s facilities when booking any combination of two or more nail services, to be utilized pre or post service on the same day of service. 








$130










Mālie CBD Pedicure 
45 minutes 
Relax with the healing benefits of CBD and anti-inflammatory herbs to soothe and restore sore feet. This luxurious treatment includes a coconut milk foot bath, lavender lemongrass sugar scrub exfoliation and a hydrating lavender butter massage. Ideal for after travel, this pedicure will leave your feet restored, and inspire ultimate relaxation.

Enjoy up to two cumulative hours of complimentary access to Willow Stream Spa’s facilities when booking any combination of two or more nail services, to be utilized pre or post service on the same day of service. 








$115










Men’s Hand Grooming
30 minutes
A healthy approach to a traditional manicure, this treatment begins with a soak in thermal minerals and essential oils, continues with exfoliation, and is completed with a luxurious, hydrating hand massage.

Enjoy up to two cumulative hours of complimentary access to Willow Stream Spa’s facilities when booking any combination of two or more nail services, to be utilized pre or post service on the same day of service. 








$70










Men’s Foot Grooming
30 minutes
This foot grooming helps to stimulate circulation and revitalize weary feet. Salts exfoliate the feet, which are then immersed in a rejuvenating foot bath. This treatment is completed with a foot massage using a therapeutic foot balm to seal in the moisture.

Enjoy up to two cumulative hours of complimentary access to Willow Stream Spa’s facilities when booking any combination of two or more nail services, to be utilized pre or post service on the same day of service. 








$80













French Tips








$20










Dazzle Dry
Vegan Nail Polish







$20










Intense Foot Exfoliation and Callus Removal 








$30










Polish Change








$40










Gel Nail 
Add On







$35










Gel Nail
 Polish Removal and Buff







$55
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Exclusive Offers and Updates from Fairmont Kea Lani



Subscribe Today
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4100 Wailea Alanui Dr

Wailea-Makena, Hawaiʻi, United States, 96753 


US & CAN: 1 808 875 4100
International: 1 866 540 4456
[email protected]
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Find your adventure on the Accor All App
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